
Coping Strategies for a 
Warmer World









 Heat fatalities
 Drought
 Crop failures
 Famine
 Flooding
 Increased sea levels





 85% of U.S. population will live in 
cities by 2020

 Heat island effect especially severe in 
low income, inner city setting

 High population density
 Little open space
 Sparse vegetation



 Fewer people have air conditioning (AC);
 Higher risk for people in spaces closed 

up for security reasons;
 More need to check up on elderly and 

low-income people living alone
 Higher bills for running AC and fans;



•  



Source - KDHE





 The heat waves of 2012 
caused 13 bad air days in 
KCK;

 This was the worst air 
pollution conditions since 
2003 despite reductions 
in pollutant emissions 
over the past decade;







 Less drinking water for KC metro area

 Lack of cooling water for industry

 Less recreational opportunities on the 
Missouri River; loss of natural beauty

 Higher concentration of pollution

 Less wildlife habitat
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Increasing Drought to the West



 Prevention

 Adaptation





 Greatly reduce your energy consumption per 
the Sierra Club’s energy conservation 
campaign;

 Urge your city officials to do the same;
 Urge BPU to greatly expand their energy 

conservation programs; & switch to clean, 
renewable energy sources such as wind and 
solar power - renewables use no water;

 Contact federal officials to further regulate 
Green House Gas emissions





 Increase cooling opportunities in the inner 
city

 Plant shade trees and vegetation
 Improve insulation of housing
 Learn how to draw in cool air in early AM
 Help low income residents obtain highest 

efficiency ACs for essential , low-cost use
 Campaign for a more livable, walkable city to 

reduce emissions from personal vehicles




